
Meerkat Mail by Emily Gravett 

 

Reasons for selection and synopsis 

Sunny the meerkat lives with his enormous family in the Kalahari 
desert. They are all very close . . . so close, in fact, that one day 
Sunny decides he's had enough and packs his bags. He's off to 
visit his mongoose cousins. But from the watery world of the Marsh 
Mongoose to the nocturnal lifestyle of the Malagasy Mongoose, 
Sunny just doesn't fit in. And who's that shadowy figure who seems 
to be following him around? 

A brilliant picture book from the winner of the Kate Greenaway 
Medal. 
 
Before reading… 

Ask the children to look at the front cover. What do you think the 
book will be about? What things can you see on the front cover?  

What sort of story will it be? Who might enjoy it? 

What is a meerkat?  

Predict what you think might happen in the story. 

 

 

The following questions are designed as 
prompts only – allow the children to come up 
with their own questions and ideas. They will 
be much more engaged this way! 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Double Pages 1 and 2 

Vocabulary What word tells you there are lots of meerkats? 

Find rhyming words on the blackboard. 

Infer  How do the pictures show you how hot it is? 

Do you think Sunny likes spending so much time with all the other 
meerkats? 

What are the meerkats learning about? 

Predict  Predict what Sunny might do. 

Explain  Why does the author capitalise very? 

Would you like to live where Sunny lives? Why? 

How is repetition used? 

Retrieve Where does Sunny live? 

What is it like there? 

How does Sunny try and shade himself? 

What do meerkats need to stay away from? 

Summarise  Summarise where Sunny lives in one word and explain your 
choice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Double Pages 3 and 4 

Vocabulary What does it mean to be close to someone? 

What sort of place does Sunny say he is looking for? 

Why do you think Sunny says quite safe? 

Infer  Why does Sunny think they’re too close? 

What sort of place might Sunny like to live in? 

Predict  Predict what Sunny’s note says by writing it. 

Where do you think Sunny will go? 

Explain  Do you think Sunny was right to leave? Why? 

Retrieve How is Sunny being annoyed? 

What does Sunny pack and what does he leave? 

What does Sunny promise to do? 

Summarise  Summarise Sunny’s reasons for leaving in less than ten words. 

 

Double Pages 5 and 6 

Vocabulary Find a phrase that shows that Uncle Bob’s family are nice. 

Find onomatopoeia. 

What is a lookout? 

Why does Sunny sign the letter off yours ticklishly? 

What does it mean to get itchy feet? 

Infer  Why doesn’t Sunny fit in? 

What do the two family mottos tell you about the differences 
between them? 

Which do you think Sunny preferred? Why? 

Predict  Predict where Sunny goes next. 

 



Explain  Explain why part of the postcard is missing? 

How are these pages made funny. 

Retrieve Where does Sunny go on Monday? 

Are Uncle Bob’s family nice? 

What is Sunny liking to eat? 

Where does Sunny go on Tuesday? 

What irritates Sunny at Scratch and Mitch’s? 

Summarise  Summarise these two places with one word each and explain 
your choice of word. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Double Pages 7 and 8 

Vocabulary What words do you think Sunny would use to describe the farm? 

What words would Sunny use to describe Mildred’s? 

Why does Sunny use the phrase quite hard? 

Infer  What might Sunny mean when he says eggs ‘don’t agree with 
him’? 

Why might Sunny not have tried chicken? 

What is your first impression of Mildred and Frank’s house? 

Why might Sunny hate getting wet? 

Predict  Predict where Sunny will go next. 

Explain  Why is the postcard covered in eggs? 

Retrieve Where does Sunny visit on Wednesday? 

Who else lives on the farm? 

What would Sunny prefer to eat? 

Where does Sunny go on Thursday? 

What does Sunny hate? 

Why was Great Aunt Maureen right? 

Summarise  Summarise these two places with one word each and explain 
your choice of word. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Double Pages 9 and 10 

Vocabulary What is nightlife? 

What does the word ‘until’ tell us? 

What is a marsh? 

Find words that show that Great Aunt Flo’s is not the optimal 
place for Sunny. 

Infer  What is your first impression of Madagascar? 

Why doesn’t Sunny want to leave until it’s light? 

Do Aunt B and Uncle Rob sound very responsible? Why? 

What do the right hand sides of the postcards tell you. 

Predict  Predict if Sunny will like Madagascar. 

Predict where Sunny goes next. 

Explain  How does the author use dark colours on these pages? 

Retrieve Where has Sunny reached by Friday evening? 

What can Sunny think of nothing worse than? 

Where does Sunny go on Saturday? 

Where does Great Aunt Flo live? What is on the menu? 

Summarise  Summarise these two places with one word each and explain 
your choice of word. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Double Pages 11 and 12 

Vocabulary What does the word home mean to you? 

Infer  Where do you think Sunny is now? 

Why do you think Sunny went home? 

How did everyone feel when Sunny was home? 

Predict  If there was a sequel to this book, predict what it would be 
about. 

Explain  Did you like this book? Why? 

Retrieve Where is Sunny now? 

How did everyone welcome Sunny back? 

Summarise  Summarise the whole story in less than thirty words. 

 


